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Bush’s decision-making style was based on his gut instincts [...] Bush was quick to reach

decisions, and, once reached, he saw change as a sign of weakness.

(Newsweek)

But with Kerry the charge isn’t that he’s inconstant. It’s that in his inconstancy he flips

wrong – the far more serious charge of bad judgment.

Mickey Kaus (Slate)

Consistency is one of the qualities that voters value the most in a politician. Reflecting on

this, Fearon (1999) writes: “If I think of elections as a problem of choosing a competent,

like-minded type not easily bought by special interests, then it makes perfect sense to be

highly concerned with principledness and consistency”. Conversely, voters tend to dislike

politicians who change their mind on a policy issue, a practice which is often disparagingly

denoted as flip-flopping.1 The allegation of being a flip-flopper is, as a matter of fact, one

of the most frequently used attacks in electoral races. In the recent past, two famous cases

of American presidential candidates that have considerably suffered from being viewed

as flip-floppers are John Kerry and Mitt Romney. The fact that voters tend to punish

politicians who flip-flop is also to a large extent confirmed by the empirical literature.2

In a changing world in which politicians are constantly exposed to new information,

however, changing one’s mind on an issue is natural and might be the optimal thing to

do in many situations: as Keynes put it, “When the facts change, I change my mind”.

1The use of this expression dates back to at least 1890 according to the archives of The New York
Times. Other terms used to shed negative light on the change of course of a politician are u-turn and
backflip.

2See Tomz and Houweling (2012) and Doherty, Dowling and Miller (2015): I elaborate more on these
and other studies in the related literature section.
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In this respect, the reputational stigma associated with flip-flopping can seem puzzling.

In this paper I show how flip-flopping can be detrimental to a politician’s reputation

even in the absence of concerns about ideology or congruence, i.e. in situations in which

changing one’s mind simply reflects a change in the information available to the politician.

In particular, flip-flopping is rationally punished by voters if i) the optimal policy choice

is persistent ii) politicians have private information which cannot be credibly revealed to

the public and iii) voters are not (fully) capable of judging the validity of a policy choice.

The reason for this penalization is that policy shifts are more likely to be performed by

poorly informed politicians; therefore, voters trying to select well-informed (competent)

politicians assign a better reputation to politicians who do not flip-flop3.

If voters perceive policy shifts as a sign of incompetence, however, strategic politicians

will have the incentive to avoid flip-flops, potentially ignoring their informative signals.

My model therefore describes a form of electoral pandering which is endogenously induced

by the previous action of the politician and which results in an excess of conservatism,

as an effort to posture consistency.

Following such a logic, my model also sheds light on the fact that even in the absence

of partisanship concerns and veto powers, reputation can be a channel leading to policy

gridlock: concerns for competence can make it less attractive for politicians to compro-

mise and update their policy prescriptions in light of new information, contributing to

gridlock and inefficient policy-making. Another context in which the mechanism I de-

scribe can be applied is that of foreign policy: once a stance has been taken, reputational

3There is indeed evidence of such a rationale in political commentary. The journalist Jack Shafer
(2015), for example, wrote the following referring to Hillary Clinton: “So if new or better information
has been the impetus for her policy shifts, she must concede that she has a fat history of taking the wrong
position in the early going and then requiring a re-do”
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considerations can make leaders reluctant to change their mind, despite new private in-

formation indicating that that would be the optimal course of action. In this respect, my

model can also be thought as a possible micro-foundation of audience costs in matters of

international relations.

Finally, another insight of the model concerns the relationship between the persistence

of the state of the world and the quality of politicians selected through elections: absent

the strategic behaviour of politicians, a more persistent state would lead to more learning

about the politician. In the polar case of full persistence, for example, flip-flopping

would be a perfect signal of incompetence: if two answers to the same problem differ,

after all, one of them must be wrong. However, the strategic behaviour of politicians

can reverse this intuition: when politician posture consistency, more persistence actually

leads to a worse political selection. This result can have implications for issues such as

the task allocation within a bureaucracy: rotation mechanisms that lead agents to face

different problems (but still not completely independent from each other) can lead to

better selection of the good types.
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Related Literature

This paper is related to several streams of literature. The electoral concerns model that

I consider builds on Canes-Wrone, Herron and Shotts (2001), Prat (2005) and Ashworth

and Shotts (2010). Besides some differences in how the model is built, of secondary

importance for the results, the main novelty of my model is to introduce an additional

period in which the incumbent takes an action. This feature is central for the contribution

of the paper, since it allows me to delve into the intrinsically dynamic nature of flip-

flopping. Moreover, by adding an initial stage stage to a model of electoral concerns, my

analysis also allows for a simple endogenous interpretation of the concept of pandering

towards a popular action described in electoral concerns models. In my model, as a

matter of fact, the popular action is simply the previous policy choice 4.

The consequences of reputation concerns on expert behaviour have also been studied

outside the electoral environment. In particular, repeated action by experts has been an-

alyzed by Prendergast and Stole (1996): in addition to many differences in the modelling

strategy, the main conceptual difference between my analysis and that of Prendergast

and Stole (1996) has to do with the fact agents are forward-looking and the fact that

I consider a changing environment rather than a fixed state. Majumdar and Mukand

(2004), Li (2007) and Aghion and Jackson (2016) are other example of models where

agents are evaluated after a sequence of repeated actions.

Whereas my paper is the first, to the best of my knowledge, to provide a theory of

flip-flopping by a politician taking repeated decisions over an issue, there exists some

theoretical work by Agranov (2016) and Hummel (2010) dealing with flip-flops between

4Endogenously status-quo biased politicians are also features, with a different mechanism, in Fu and
Li (2014)
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primary and general elections, hence with a completely different objective than that of

my analysis.

On the empirical side there are several papers assessing how voters react to politicians

flip-flopping. Doherty, Dowling and Miller (2015), for example, find that flip-flopping

affects the perception voters have of a politician. They show that voters are more forgiving

of flip-flops on complex issues or issues which are far away in time (in the terminology of

my model, these would be issues with lower persistence of the state). Relatedly, in the

data presented by Tavits (2007) flip-flopping on pragmatic issues is seen less badly than

flip-flopping on ideological issues.

Tomz and Van Houweling (2012) show that candidates repositioning affects their

support not only in terms of commitment to an ideological issue, but also in terms of

perceived valence: in their surveys, independently of the issue, candidates who reposition

themselves perform worse. Tomz and Houweling (2012) also argue, though not formally,

that the bad perception of flip-flopping deters candidates away from it, which is precisely

what happens in the formal model I present.

Finally, Levendusky and Horowitz (2012) show experimentally that in the context

of international relations, leaders who make threats and subsequently back down pay a

cost in terms of electoral support and reputation (also known as audience cost): one of

the main reasons for this effect is that a leader changing his or her mind is seen as less

competent than one who stays coherent. What is more, they show that partisanship

does not play a significant role in the determination of audience costs. This evidence

seems to capture a mechanism close to the one I present in my model. As a matter of

fact, given the information asymmetry between politicians and voters and the fact that
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politicians are often evaluated for their foreign policy conduct before the consequences of

their actions are fully known, foreign policy issues are among those where the theory I

develop has more bite.
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The Model

There are two periods t ∈ {1, 2}; at the beginning of the first period, an incumbent

politician is randomly drawn to enter the game and take an action at ∈ {0, 1} in each

period on behalf of a representative voter (or a set of identical voters). The action’s payoff

depends on the underlying state of the world, which can take two values ωt ∈ {0, 1}.

The commonly known prior probability that ω1 takes value 0 or 1 is equal to 1
2
, which

simplifies the analysis but is not crucial for the results; moreover, the state is persistent

so that for j ∈ {0, 1}, Pr(ω2 = j|ω1 = j) = γ > 1
2
. Incumbents can be of two types

θ ∈ {H,L}, i.e. competent and incompetent. In each period, both types receive an

informative signal st ∈ {0, 1} on the state of the world, but the accuracy of the signal,

Pr(st = j|ωt = j) = qθ depends on the politician’s type: 1
2
< qL < qH ≤ 1. To simplify

exposition I fix qH = 1 (competent politicians perfectly observe the state) and therefore

I drop the subscript from qL, which will be simply denoted by q. Notice that since the

prior is 1
2
, for all γ < 1 the signal received by any politician is always decision-relevant,

meaning that the probability of matching the action to the state is maximized by at = st.

I denote by ρt((s1, . . . , st), θ) = Pr(ωt = st|(s1, . . . , st), θ) the posterior probability that

the state is equal to the signal after an incumbent of type θ observes realization st. Since

the posterior of the perfectly informed competent politician is always equal to 1, ρt will

denote, when not further specified, the posterior of the incompetent politician. Moreover,

since most of the analysis revolves around that, when not further specified ρ2 will denote

Pr(ω2 = s2|s1, s2 6= s1, θ = L), whereas ρ̄2 will indicate Pr(ω2 = s2|s1, s2 = s1, θ = L).

Politicians privately observe their competence, and the signals they receive are also
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private information: competent politicians represent a fraction λ of incumbents.5 At the

end of period t = 2 there is an election, in which the representative voter takes action

e ∈ {r, f}, i.e. decides whether to retain (r) or fire (f) the incumbent politician. Voters

know the statistical process governing the economy and they observe the track-record

of the incumbent politician, i.e. the actions taken over the two periods, denoted by

τ = (a1, a2). Track-records are used to form beliefs µ(a1, a2) = Pr(θ = H|a1, a2) over

the incumbent’s competence, which I call reputation. Before the election takes place, a

challenger appears. The challenger is competent with probability λO. The representative

voter’s utility depends on whether the incumbent’s actions match the state of the world

and on the type of politician winning the election. Selecting a competent politician

(denote by θe the type of the election winner) gives the voter a benefit of b, whereas

v, which is drawn from a uniform distribution in [−b, b] after the incumbent has taken

the second action, represents the relative valence of the challenger versus the incumbent.

Hence, the representative voter’s utility, denoted by Uc, reads:

Uc =
2∑
t=1

1at=ωt + 1e=fv + 1θe=Hb.

Politicians derive utility both from taking the right action while in office and from winning

the election, with 2φ denoting the additional utility received if re-elected. Formally:

Up =
2∑
t=1

1at=ωt + 1e=r2φ.

A politician’s information set, or history, denoted by ht, includes all actions up to t−1

5The fact that politicians know their competence is not necessary for the core results of the paper.
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and signals up to t. The strategy of the incumbent is a mapping Ψ from any history ht to

a probability of playing each action at ∈ {0, 1}. In particular, it is useful to express the

incumbent’s strategy as σt(ht, θ), where σ(ht, θ) = Pr(at = st|(s1, . . . , st), (a1, . . . , at), θ)

is the probability of choosing a policy at in accordance with the realization of the signal st

at time t. Since that will be crucial to the equilibrium characterization, when not further

specified σ will denote the probability of choosing an action matching the signal at time

t = 2 given s2 6= s1.

The voter’s strategy is a mapping between the track record τ and the valence real-

ization v and a probability distribution over decisions e ∈ {r, f}. Voters choose each

politician with probability 1/2 when indifferent.6

The equilibrium concept I use is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE). In order to

rule out pooling equilibria, that is equilibria where at each time t, both types play the

same action with probability 1, I use a trembling-hand perfection refinement.7 Finally,

for the uniqueness result I focus on symmetric equilibria, that is equilibria that are

robust to relabelings of states of the world, signals and actions that keep the information

structure identical (e.g. switching the name of state/action/signal 1 to 0 and viceversa

in a symmetric information environment with symmetric priors and symmetric signals).

In other words, in situations that are informationally the same, players play in the same

way. As I will show in the appendix, there is a unique non-pooling and symmetric PBE,

which coincides with the most informative PBE.8

6Notice, however, that this is a zero probability event, since challengers are distributed according to
an atomless distribution.

7For additional details on how the trembling-hand refinement eliminates these equilibria, I refer to
the Appendix.

8I have not been able to construct examples of non-symmetric equilibria, so I believe uniqueness does
not rely on the symmetry requirement, but proving uniqueness relaxing the assumption of symmetry is
substantially more complicated and not informative for the sake of the results presented in the paper.
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Results

I start the analysis from the election, in which the voter chooses between the incumbent

and the challenger. Just before the election, the valence draw v is realized. As a result,

voting for the challenger gives the voter a utility of v + λOb. Voting for the incumbent

instead gives the voter a utility of µ(a1, a2)b. Therefore, the incumbent is re-elected if

v ≤ (µ(a1, a2)− λO)b, i.e. with probability:

Pr(v ≤ (µ(a1, a2)−λO)b) =
(µ(a1, a2)− λO)b− (−b)

2b
=

1

2
+
µ(a1, a2)− λO

2
≡ r(µ(a1, a2)).

As we can see, the re-election probability is linearly increasing in reputation, from which

it follows that at t = 2, the difference in the probability of winning the election conditional

on taking action 0 or 1 is µ(a1,0)−µ(a1,1)
2

.

Having described the election stage, consider the decisions of the incumbent in periods

t = 1 and t = 2. Signals are always decision-relevant, so maximizing the probability to

match the action to the state requires that politicians follow their signals. If that happens

in equilibrium, the resulting equilibrium is said to be truthful.

Definition 1. An equilibrium is truthful if and only if σ(st) = 1 for each st at any t and

for each type θ.

Denote the reputation of different track records under truthful play by µT (a1, a2).

There are four possible track records: τ ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. Given the symmet-

ric initial prior, the probability of obtaining each of the two consistent and flip-flopping

signal sequences is the same: therefore, as the next claim will prove, µT (0, 0) = µT (1, 1)

and µT (0, 1) = µT (1, 0). In other words, all that matters is whether or not the politi-
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cian changed his mind. I will call a track-record in which the politician did not change

his mind consistent and one in which he did change his mind flip-flopping ; τ = C and

τ = F indicate consistent and flip-flopping track-records respectively. Similarly, µC (µTC

for truthful play) and µTF (µTF for truthful play) denote the reputation from consistent

and flip-flopping track-records.

Lemma 1. Under truthful play, the reputation of a consistent track-record is strictly

larger than that of a flip-flopping track-record: µTC > µTF .

Proof. Take any flip-flopping track record. Under truthful play, at = st, so that Pr(τ |θ) =

Pr(s2, s1|θ). Denote by A(q) the following:

A(q) = (1− γ)(q2 + (1− q)2) + γ2q(1− q).

It can be easily verified that A(q)
2

represents the probability that a politician with a signal

of accuracy q receives a flip-flopping sequence of signals (the fact that the same probability

holds for both sequences (0, 1) and (1, 0) follows from the prior being equal to 1
2
). The

expression for A(q) can be rearranged to A(q) = (1−γ)+(2γ−1)2q(1−q) and since γ > 1
2
,

it holds that 2γ − 1 > 0 and A(q) is decreasing in q. Moreover, A(1) = 1 − γ. Finally,

I construct the reputations from the 4 possible track-records. Since A(q) only depends

on whether the politician received a consistent or flip-flopping sequence of signals, there

are only two possible levels of reputation: one from flip-flopping and one from being

consistent. To see that the reputation from flip-flopping is lower than that from being

12



consistent, notice that A(q) > A(1)⇔ A(q)
A(1)

> 1−A(q)
1−A(1) and therefore:

µTF =
λA(1)

λA(1) + (1− λ)A(q)
<

λ(1− A(1))

λ(1− A(1)) + (1− λ)(1− A(q))
= µTC

From now on, I will simply write 1− γ for A(1) and write A for A(q).

The result I just stated is very important for the development of the whole paper since

it highlights the reason that leads incumbents to distort their actions: the bad reputation

associated with flip-flopping. The stigma from flip-flopping, as a matter of fact, puts an

office motivated incumbent in front of a trade off. Whenever receiving a second signal

that contradicts the first one, i.e. s2 6= s1, a politician knows that doing the optimal thing

for society will result in a worse reputation. If the flip-flopping stigma is large enough

compared to the benefit from following his signal, the politician will therefore choose to

act against his private information.

In light of this, it can be shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for the

existence of a truthful equilibrium is that incumbents have the incentive to follow their

signal after s2 6= s1 (we will see that politicians always follow their signal at t = 1).

Moreover, a single-crossing property makes it sufficient to simply look at the incentives

of incompetent incumbents. The reason is that whereas both competent and incompetent

politicians enjoy the same benefit from avoiding a flip-flop, they do not sustain the same

costs: having a less accurate signal, as a matter of fact, means having a larger probability

of matching the state of the world when playing at 6= st. Lying is therefore cheaper

for incompetent politicians. This property is very useful for the characterization of the

equilibrium.
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Lemma 2 (Single Crossing Property). The cost of acting against one’s private signal

is ρt(θ) − (1 − ρt(θ)) = 2ρt(θ) − 1, and since ρt(θ = L) < ρt(θ = H) = 1, contradicting

the signal is more costly for the competent politician.

It follows that a truthful equilibrium is only sustainable as long as incompetent politi-

cians are willing to follow their signal at t = 2 after receiving two conflicting signals. This,

in turn, requires the office motivation parameter to be low enough, because as φ grows

larger, the benefits from holding office progressively dwarf the utility from matching the

action to the state of the world.

Proposition 1. A truthful equilibrium is sustainable as long as φ ≤ φ̄, where

φ̄ =
2ρ2 − 1

µTC − µTF

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

The parameter φ̄ is therefore the upper-bound on electoral rents under which a truthful

equilibrium is sustainable.9 The following theorem extends the characterization to the

case of electoral rents exceeding the upper bound φ̄.

Theorem 1. The game has a unique non-pooling symmetric Perfect Bayesian Equilib-

rium. For φ ≤ φ̄, the unique equilibrium is the truthful equilibrium. For φ > φ̄, the

unique equilibrium is partially truthful, meaning that:

σ(s1) = σ(s2|θ = H) = σ(s2 = s1 = a1|θ = L) = 1

σ(s2 6= a1|θ = L) = σ∗ < 1.

9The actual rents for the politician are 2φ, but that only serves the purpose of simplifying calculations
and has no other consequence on the model.
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Proof. See Online Appendix B.

This theorem proves that the game always has a unique symmetric non-pooling equi-

librium. It must therefore be the case that when φ ≤ φ̄, the unique such equilibrium is

truthful. When φ > φ̄, on the other hand, the unique such equilibrium is partially truth-

ful, since whenever the signal received by the incumbent in the second period prescribes

to flip-flop, incompetent politicians mix between following their signal and repeating their

previous action.

Theorem 1 has two interesting implications: the first is that for any level of φ, flip-

flopping always decreases the incumbent’s reputation (since the two reputations average

at λ, a bad reputation is always below λ). However, the larger the flip-flopping avoidance

distortion caused by incompetent politicians not following their signal, the smaller is the

reputation gap between consistent play and flip-flopping, i.e. the less bad is the reputation

from flip-flopping. As φ tends to infinity and politicians only care about re-election, the

reputation gap between consistency and flip-flopping approaches zero.

The second (and related) implication is that when the equilibrium is partially truthful,

there is an insufficient amount of flip-flopping compared to the truthful equilibrium. In

other words, voters stigmatize flip-flopping but at the same time they would be better

off if more flip-flopping took place. As a matter of fact, it could even happen that voters

are more confident about the policy being correct after seeing a flip-flop rather than a

consistent policy: a flip-flop sends a bad signal on the incumbent’s type but is always

earnest, whereas a consistent policy is a good sign concerning the politician’s type but is

not necessarily earnest. I summarize these insights in the following corollary:

Corollary 1. In equilibrium, flip-flopping gives a bad reputation compared to truthful
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play: µ∗
C − µ∗

F > 0 for any φ. Equivalently, µ∗
C > λ > µ∗

F . In a partially truthful

equilibrium, there is insufficient flip-flopping compared to the truthful equilibrium.

Notice that another interesting implication of the model is that changes in the state of

the world hurt incumbents: when the state of the world changes between period 1 and 2,

the reputation of incumbents is likely to fall (because of flip-flopping) and this means the

incumbent is more likely to be replaced. Notice that conditional on the state changing,

good leaders are more likely to be replaced than bad leaders. However, conditional on

having a bad leader in office, a change in the state increases the chances of having a

better leader in the following period. In other words, improvements in leadership are

more likely after a change in the state of the world.

Corollary 2. The following properties hold:

i A leadership change is more likely after a change in the state of the world.

ii If λO is high enough, the probability of having a competent leader in office after elec-

tions is higher when the state changes than when the state does not change.

iii An incompetent incumbent is more likely to remain in office after a change in the

state of the world compared to a competent incumbent; a competent incumbent is

more likely to remain in office when the state does not change with respect to an

incompetent incumbent.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.
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Comparative Statics and Welfare

I begin with the characterization of how the threshold φ̄ moves with the parameters of

the model. This characterization tells us what level of electoral incentives is sustainable

without distorting the behaviour of politicians.

Comparative Statics 1. φ̄, that is the maximum level of φ such that a truthful equi-

librium is sustainable, is increasing in q, decreasing in γ and can be both increasing or

decreasing in λ.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

I next analyze the welfare implications of parameter changes. The definition of welfare

in this model is based on the expected utility of voters, calculated as of time t = 0 (i.e.

before randomly picking the incumbent); as such, welfare does not account for the utility

of politicians.10

Definition 2. Social welfare W is defined as:

W = E0

[
2∑
t=1

1at=ωt

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Accountability

+E0[1e=fv + 1θe=Hb]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Selection

Welfare can be decomposed in two parts, accountability and selection. Account-

ability indicates whether the incumbent acts in the best interest of society, which in

this case means using information efficiently by following the signal: accountability wel-

fare is therefore the probability that the incumbent chooses the optimal policy, for-

10One can think that politicians are too small a fraction of the population for their welfare to matter in
the aggregate; moreover, whereas the policy component of politicians’ utility is the same as voters’ (and
therefore it is captured in welfare), the electoral rent part is constant in aggregate and simply transferred
between politicians, hence neutral with respect to total welfare.
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mally E0

∑2
t=1 1at=ωt . Selection welfare, on the other hand, indicates the utility the

voter derives from the election winner, also accounting for the valence shock: formally

E0[1e=fv + 1θe=Hb].

Let’s denote by q̃ ≡ q−A(1−σ∗)(2ρ2−1) the accuracy of the incompetent politician’s

policy choice, taking the flip-flopping avoidance distortion into account.

Lemma 3. The expression for welfare can be rewritten in the following way:

W = [λ+ (1− λ)q] + [λ+ (1− λ)q̃]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Accountability

+ b

[
1

4
+
λ2O
4
− λλO

2
+
λ+ λO

2
+

Eµ2

4

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Selection

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

From Lemma 3 we can see that the strategic behaviour of politicians affects account-

ability welfare through q̃ and it affects selection welfare through Eµ2. Concerning the

effect on q̃, it is straightforward to see that the higher the probability of not following the

signal, the lower accountability welfare. In terms of the effect of σ∗ on selection welfare,

what matters is the variance of the reputation generated by the equilibrium behaviour.

The lower the σ∗, the lower µC and the higher µF , which tend to converge as the prob-

ability of following the signal gets lower. However, as σ∗ decreases, at the same time

the probability of the realization µC increases and the probability of µF decreases, since

politicians increasingly play consistent track records. This makes the result on the change

in Eµ2 potentially ambiguous. The following lemma tackles this issue by providing a use-

ful connection between selection welfare and the equilibrium condition, which is written

in terms of µC − µF .

Lemma 4. A sufficient condition for selection welfare to increase is that both µC and
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µC − µF increase. A necessary condition for selection welfare to increase if µC − µF

decreases is that both µC and µF increase.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

A straightforward consequence of Lemma 4 is that decreasing σ∗ decreases selection

welfare, everything else equal. Clearly, σ∗ is an endogenous object, and therefore what

matters is the comparative statics results of changes in the exogenous parameters of the

model. The first result concerns changes in φ: since it enters welfare only through σ∗, a

direct consequence of Lemma 4 is that increasing φ weakly decreases welfare.

Welfare Result 1. Increasing φ weakly decreases welfare.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

It has to be kept in mind, of course, that this model abstracts from many of the

reasons why offering electoral incentives to politicians might be beneficial (for example to

improve the share of competent politicians in the pool); since in this model politicians’

interests are aligned with those of citizens with the exception of electoral incentives, it is

not surprising that providing electoral incentives can only make things worse.

Another conclusion from the analysis is that having a wide competence gap between

the two politicians’ types is bad for accountability: as a result, increasing q always in-

creases welfare, both directly because incompetent politicians have better information

when they choose a policy and indirectly because politicians become more truthful (i.e.

σ∗ increases). On the other hand, if there were no distortions, i.e. σ∗ = 1, then the

direct effect is coupled with a negative indirect effect, since it becomes more difficult to

tell apart good politicians from bad ones. This is an example in which understanding the
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strategic behaviour of politicians can lead to opposite policy implications compared to a

model ignoring them.

Welfare Result 2. Within a partially truthful equilibrium, increasing q strictly increases

welfare. Within a truthful equilibrium, on the other hand, increasing q strictly increases

accountability welfare but has ambiguous selection welfare effects.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

Notice that when q is high, i.e. politicians are in general competent, then the rep-

utation µF is lower, that is to say flip-flopping hurts more. This might be one of the

reasons why flip-flopping can hurt candidates in a race such as the US presidential elec-

tion, despite the fact that electoral incentives are high. In other words, flip-flopping is

worse for a candidate’s reputation when there is more homogeneity between competent

and incompetent candidates.11

The next comparative statics concern the fraction of competent politicians λ. As

this fraction increases, both µC and µF increase. However, µC − µF can either increase

or decrease. As a result, σ∗ can move in either direction. This means that there exist

cases in which having a better pool of politicians increases the distortion generated by

incompetent politicians avoiding flip-flops. In terms of welfare from the selection of

politicians, however, an increase in λ is always beneficial, at least whenever the starting

point is a partially truthful equilibrium. The reason is that the equilibrium level of

µC − µF remains constant, and therefore both µC and µF increase. From Lemma 1, this

means that the selection of politicians improves.

11Notice that a bad reputation in this setup is just the probability of being of the incompetent type,
no matter how bad the incompetence is.
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Welfare Result 3. Increasing λ in a partially truthful equilibrium improves selection

welfare, but it can either increase or decrease accountability welfare. In a truthful equi-

librium, on the other hand, accountability welfare increases but selection welfare might

increase or decrease.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

Things get more complicated when evaluating a change in the persistence parameter

γ. With more persistence there are several possible cases: first of all, σ∗ can be either

increasing or decreasing in γ. In the former case, accountability improves with higher

persistence, whereas in the latter it could go either way. In terms of selection, however,

it can be shown that a more persistent state of the world decreases the effectiveness of

elections in selecting competent politicians:

Welfare Result 4. In a partially truthful equilibrium, selection welfare decreases as γ

increases. In a truthful equilibrium, on the other hand, selection welfare increases.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

This property is interesting since it tells us that when the game is in a partially

truthful equilibrium, elections perform worse in a less variable world. In particular, it

tells us that a principal interested in the selection of good types would potentially gain

from letting agents face tasks with some degree of variability. This might for example

contribute to explain rotation systems within the judiciary or other bureaucratic bodies.
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Summary of Extensions

The second part of the paper, now for reasons of space relegated to the Online Appendix,

presents several extensions showing the interaction between the problem of insufficient

flip-flopping and some features of a richer policy-making environment. The first is a

single term limit policy: when the incumbent cannot be re-elected, their incentives are

fully aligned with those of voters. At the same time, however, the single term limit

forces voters to forgo all the potential gains of learning about a politician’s type from

his track-record. In addition, such policies require commitment, for example through

constitutions.

Another institutional feature I discuss is the media environment. I focus on the

two main roles played by the media, i.e. reporting policy choices (reporting media)

and evaluating them (commentator media). One of the results standing out from the

analysis of the media model is that fully accurate reporting of policy choices is never

optimal. A noisy media can insulate politicians from the reputational stigma of flip-

flopping: lies are crowded out by noise, with a positive net effect also in terms of selection

of competent politicians through elections. If the noise is too large, however, selection

eventually worsens (no learning is possible when the media is fully noisy). This result

suggests that the faster and broader access to politicians’ track records made possible by

improvements in technology and the rise of social media might have led to an increase in

policy distortions. This is also related to the idea that transparency can be damaging for

political accountability: adding a noisy reporting media to the model is in fact similar to

relaxing the assumption of full action transparency.

The other type of media that I analyze is what I define commentator media: instead
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of reporting on the actions of the politician, which are now assumed to be commonly

known like in the benchmark model, the commentator media sends a signal on the state

of the world. Whereas this usually acts as a discipline device for incumbents, there are

situations in which increasing the informativeness of the commentator media results in

more policy distortions.12 The reason is that the endorsement of a more informative

media is more valuable, and this can more than offset the greater risk of being contra-

dicted by the media when posturing consistency. In other words, more informative media

can lead politicians to gamble on receiving a higher-powered endorsement (as consistent

policy-makers) less frequently rather than a less-powered endorsement more frequently,

thus increasing distortions. The main takeaway from this result is that more accurate

commentator media might be bad for political accountability. This could have relevant

implications, for example with respect to the public subsidization of media outlets.

Relatedly, I study a variation of the model in which a public signal about the state

of the world is observed before the politician chooses the second action. In this setup I

show that, unlike in the benchmark model, flip-flopping (and not the avoidance of it) can

be motivated by electoral opportunism; therefore, the equilibrium level of flip-flopping

can be larger than the socially optimal one. The reason is that, when a public signal is

available, there are conditions under which flip-flopping only occurs to match the public

signal/opinion poll: therefore, politicians have an incentive to flip-flop and match the

poll even if their information does not support such a move.

Finally, in another extension I show that delegating the first action to an independent

agent (for example a bureaucrat or a committee) can be beneficial even if this agent is in-

12This can happen if i) persistence is high ii) incompetent types have a sufficiently informative signal
and iii) most politicians are competent.
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competent: by increasing the amount of policy reversals expected from competent politi-

cians, delegation mitigates the signal of incompetence associated with policy reversals:

this improves both accountability and political selection. On the other hand, delegating

the action to a competent agent increases the consistency of incompetent politicians, but

also makes it less costly for incompetent incumbents to ignore their signals. The net effect

on accountability is ambiguous, but the effect on political selection is always negative.
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Conclusion

This paper describes the circumstances in which career concerned politicians have the

incentive to inefficiently stick to a previous policy position in order to avoid the stigma

of flip-flopping. This happens because voters are aware that policy shifts are more likely

to be performed by incompetent leaders. The incentive to avoid efficient policy shifts

damages voters’ welfare both in terms of policy effectiveness and selection of competent

candidates through elections.

If on one hand this paper rationalizes the conventional wisdom that flip-flopping is bad

for the reputation of a politician, it also suggests that the level of flip-flopping delivered

by electoral competition might be excessively low, so that democracy could benefit from

politicians being more willing to change their mind.

The model can also contribute to the understanding of audience costs in international

relations, along with suggesting a potential channel leading to policy gridlock.

Finally, the negative effect of persistence on the selection of politicians provides evi-

dence in favour of promotion systems involving rotations across different tasks.

An interesting direction for future research would in my opinion be to consider more in

detail the role of flip-flopping as an electoral campaign tool used by a strategic challenger,

in particular with respect to the question of why the accusations of flip-flopping do not

seem to hurt all politicians in the same way.
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A Extensions

In the main body of the paper I have shown how the bad reputation from flip-flopping

can give (incompetent) politicians an incentive to distort their actions. In the baseline

model I have presented, there are three fundamental ingredients leading to the result:

the first is the fact that politicians face an election at the end of t = 2, because being re-

elected gives them a utility of 2φ; the second is the fact that voters have no information

on what constitutes the optimal policy in each period and are therefore only able to

evaluate incumbents based on their track record in office; the third is that voters are

perfectly able to observe the action taken by the incumbent, in such a way that a flip-flop

is immediately caught and used to form reputations. My aim in this section is to relax

these assumptions by introducing new institutional features to the baseline model.
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A.1 Single Term Limit

In the baseline model I analyzed above, the incumbent can be re-elected at the end of

period t = 2. As a result, it is interesting to see what would happen under a single

term limit rule, in which all politicians can serve only one term in office. The single

term limit rule for the President is an institution in several Latin American countries,

Armenia, Israel, South Korea, The Philippines, as well as the European Central Bank,

among others.1 While in many instances the purpose of term limits is to prevent the

entrenchment of incumbents and the manipulation of the democratic process, this model

suggests an additional possible rationale for it, similar to the one proposed by Smart and

Sturm (2013). As a matter of fact, in the setup I describe in this model, the single term

limit is a blunt yet effective instrument to eliminate all distortions due to politicians’

willingness to avoid flip-flopping. At the same time, however, having a single term limit

also means forgoing the possibility to condition the reelection decision on the beliefs about

the incumbent’s type. It follows that banning reelection is only welfare improving if the

accountability distortion from the flip-flopping avoidance is large and the upside from

retaining incumbents with a good reputation is low.

Proposition A.1. A single term limit is welfare improving if and only if:

b ≤ 2
(1− λ)A(1− σ∗)(2ρ2 − 1)
1+λ2O+Eµ2

2
+ λ− λO − λλO

Intuitively, the condition states that the single-term limit rule is beneficial if the

benefit from selecting a competent politician is low enough. Moreover, notice that if

1In Latin America, countries that adopted a single term limit include Colombia, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Paraguay.
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λ → 1, the right-hand side goes to 0, meaning that if the incumbent is competent with

a sufficiently high probability, even a very small benefit b is sufficient to prefer the re-

electability of the incumbent. The same happens if q → 1
2
, since the gain from better

accountability converges to zero as incompetent politicians become less and less informed.

Finally, notice that implementing a single term limit rule requires the ability to com-

mit (for example through a constitution) not to re-elect an incumbent thought to be

competent with a high probability.2

A.2 Transparency of Actions: Reporting Media

Voters usually rely on the media to learn about the policies chosen by politicians. In

some circumstances, for example when bills containing multiple prescriptions are voted,

it is not so straightforward to understand whether the incumbent politician flip-flopped

or acted consistently.3 The same might happen when voting in a committee is secret and

knowing the result only enables to make probabilistic statements on whether a member

voted in a certain direction.

In this section I therefore relax the assumption of full observability of the incumbent’s

actions and evaluate its impact on social welfare. The fact that action transparency is not

always beneficial is well known in the literature.4 My contribution is to characterize the

optimal level of partial transparency (or media accuracy), in particular when the starting

2The idea of commitment to a single term limit is developped in a rather hyperbolic form by the
Italian writer Italo Calvino (1969) in a short story in which he describes a hypothetical society in which
leaders are beheaded at the end of their term in office.

3An example of a situation in which it was not simple to label a policy choice as a flip-flop is the
vote by Bernie Sanders against the automobile industry bailout in January 2009: Sanders had actually
supported the bailout previously and supported it afterwards, but after having voted in favour of it,
he voted against the release of that tranche of aid since it also contained financial aid for the banking
sector, which Sanders was not in favour of bailing out. In the 2016 presidential primary election, Hillary
Clinton used this alleged flip-flop to attack Sanders.

4See Prat (2005) as one of the main examples.
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equilibrium is partially truthful; I show that the optimal transparency level satisfies the

intuitive property of being the maximal level of accuracy consistent with politicians using

their information efficiently.

Assume that the incumbent’s track record is only observable through the report of

a media company; the media company’s reporting technology, however, is not perfectly

accurate: whereas the first action taken by the incumbent is reported accurately, the

second one might be misreported.5 This means that given a true incumbent track record

τ that displays flip-flopping, with probability 1 − g the media company sends out a

report indicating that the politician acted consistently, and the same happens when the

true track record is consistent. Therefore, a voter observing a consistent track-record

infers that the actual track-record of the incumbent is consistent with probability:

pC ≡ Pr(τ = C|τ̃ = C) =
gPr(τ = C)

gPr(τ = C) + (1− g)Pr(τ = F )

while an analogous expression, denoted by pF , represents the probability that the true

track record is flip flopping given an observed flip-flopping record:

pF ≡ Pr(τ = F |τ̃ = F ) =
gPr(τ = F )

gPr(τ = F ) + (1− g)Pr(τ = C)
.

The voter updates her beliefs and assigns a reputation to each true track-record just like

in the baseline game. However, since she does not observe the true track record, the

5There are several reasons why it makes sense to think of only the second action being reported with
noise: on one hand, if the first action were misreported the politician would probably have time to re-
align the public opinion before taking the second action, whereas that might not be possible after taking
the second action, with the urgency of the election. Moreover, as I will discuss later in the paragraph, as
long as the misreporting is realized ex-post with respect to the action, it does not matter which action
is misreported (it could even be that both are).
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actual reputation that she assigns to the politician is simply the weighted average of the

reputations following each track-record, weighted by the probability that the observed

track-record is of each type conditional on the observed media report. As a result, if

g = 1 there is no noise (full transparency) in the reporting media and we recover the

baseline model, whereas if g = 1
2

there is no transparency and the reputation associated

to each track-record is simply λ.

Since the lower the parameter g, the less voters can learn about the incumbent inde-

pendently of his behaviour, it is intuitive that truthful play can be restored for g lower

than some threshold g∗. Moreover, g∗ is always larger than 1/2, since politicians are

always truthful when g = 1/2 and by continuity a g > 1/2 such that politicians are still

truthful can always be found. Setting g < g∗ is therefore never optimal, because once

truthful play has been restored, which happens at g∗, further lowering g only worsens the

learning of the voter. However, it can also be shown that increasing g starting from g∗ is

never optimal, making g∗ the optimal level of media accuracy.

Proposition A.2. The optimal media reporting accuracy is g∗ ∈ (1/2, 1]. The value of

g∗ is the largest possible such that incumbents play truthfully. Therefore, g∗ < 1 whenever

a truthful equilibrium is not sustainable in the baseline model.

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

Finally, notice that as long as reporting on the action takes place after both actions

have been taken, it doesn’t matter whether misreporting concerns the first, the second

or both actions, since, thanks to the symmetry of the game, all that matters is whether

a consistent track-record is reported as flip-flopping or viceversa. If instead reporting

were noisy on the first action and the politician knew whether the report was correct or
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wrong before taking the second action, things could potentially differ: noise on the first

action increases the cost of not following the signal after a wrong report, which leads to

more truthful behaviour, but at the same time it leads to more distorted behaviour after

a correct report.

A.3 Transparency of Actions: Delegation

An alternative way of thinking about the transparency of the politician’s action is to

consider the possibility of delegating the first action to an independent agent. In many

contexts in which multiple decisions have to be taken on an issue, as a matter of fact, the

politician or top level official does not take care of all the steps in the process, but only

acts at some stages. One can for instance think of committees doing preliminary work

before a bill is voted, of bureaucrats drafting reforms, of a local government handling an

issue before the central government steps in.

In order to analyze this feature, I twist the baseline model in the following way:

the first action is taken by an independent and non-strategic agent, whereas the second

action is taken by the incumbent as in the baseline model. As a result of delegating the

first action, the incumbent observes the action taken by the agent but only receives a

private signal before taking the second action. This variation of the model also allows me

to contribute to the topic of delegation and political accountability considered, among

others, by Fox and Jordan (2011). Notice that since the first and the second action are

taken by different agents, in the context of delegation there is no flip-flopping but rather

the possibility of a policy reversal with respect to the action taken by the first agent.

The main result of this section is that delegating the first action to an incompetent
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agent increases both accountability at t = 2 and the selection through elections, at the

cost of a worse decision at t = 1. On the other hand, delegating to a competent agent

improves the quality of the first action but worsens selection, whereas it has ambiguous

effects on accountability at t = 2.

Delegating the First Action to an Incompetent Agent

Suppose that the utility citizens receive from the first action matching the state is now

α > 0 (which could be larger or smaller than one) instead of 1 as in the benchmark model.

Moreover, throughout this discussion I assume that the first decision maker (which I’ll

also call bureaucrat) is non-strategic and incompetent, i.e. has a signal with accuracy q.

Thanks to this assumption, the information an incompetent incumbent has before taking

the second action is exactly the same as in the benchmark model: this also means that the

cost of ignoring the signal is the same. The competent type, on the other hand, has less

initial information than in the benchmark model, since the first signal is less informative

than the one a competent agent would have. As a result, the second period signal of

the competent incumbent contradicts the action of the bureaucrat more often than it

would contradict his own first action, had the first action not been delegated. Therefore,

a policy reversal with respect to the action of the bureaucrat has a smaller reputational

cost than flip-flopping in the benchmark model. To better visualize the result, consider

a partially truthful equilibrium: the reputational wedge between consistency and policy

reversal (and respectively flip-flopping) is the same as in the benchmark model, i.e. it is

equal to 2ρ2−1
φ

. However, achieving that same wedge requires a smaller distortion in the

game with delegation. Therefore, delegating leads to a gain in terms of second action
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welfare, as well as selection, but to a loss in terms of first action welfare. It follows that

if α is small enough, delegating to an incompetent agent is beneficial.

Proposition A.3. Suppose that the first decision is delegated to a bureaucrat with signal

accuracy q, i.e. just like the incompetent incumbent. Suppose further that φ is larger

than the threshold level φD, so that truthful equilibria are not sustainable independently

of whether delegation occurs or not. Then, delegating the first action leads to an increase

in accountability welfare at t = 2 as well as in selection welfare. Given that the accuracy

of the first action decreases, overall welfare increases if and only if α is sufficiently small.

Notice that compared to a single term limit, which provides accountability at the

expense of selection, delegation to an incompetent bureaucrat improves selection and

(partially) accountability at t = 2 at the expense of a worse decision at t = 1. Another

consequence of this result is that delegation to a less capable agent is more likely to be

beneficial when electoral concerns are high rather than when they are low, since with no

distortions it is always better not to delegate to a bureaucrat of inferior quality.

Delegating the First Action to a Competent Agent

A natural question arising from the previous analysis is whether the first action should be

delegated to a competent rather than an incompetent agent.6 As Proposition A.3 shows,

delegating to an incompetent agent always increases the accountability welfare at t = 2

and selection welfare, increasing total welfare if the weight α of the first action is low

enough. Delegating to a competent agent clearly increases the quality of the first action,

but how does it change accountability and selection welfare?

6Clearly, if observably competent agents are available, it is not totally clear why this agent should
not be in charge for both actions in the first place. However, one could imagine that there are other
dimensions, absent from this model, for which an accountable politician is preferable to a bureaucrat.
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First of all, delegating the first action to a competent agent means increasing the

strength of the prior on ω2 for the incompetent agent entering the game at time t = 2.

In order to keep the game as comparable as possible with the baseline model, therefore,

I assume that q > γ, i.e. even an incompetent agent receiving s2 6= a1 should choose

a2 = s2 in order to maximize the probability of matching the state of the world ω2.

First of all, delegating to a competent agent does not change the number of policy

reversals (the equivalent of flip-flops in the baseline game) of the competent agent, but

it decreases the number of policy reversals of the incompetent agent. As a result, under

truthful play a policy reversal gives a less bad reputation than flip-flopping in the baseline

game. Symmetrically, the good reputation from avoiding policy reversals is smaller than

in the baseline game. This result is the mirror image of what happened in the game with

delegation to the incompetent agent, and it pushes for less distortions in equilibrium.

However, when delegating the action to a competent agent, there is a crucial difference:

having received signals such that s2 6= a1, the incompetent politician’s posterior is closer

to 1/2 than under delegation to an incompetent agent. This makes lying cheaper and

it pushes for more distortions. The presence of these two contrasting forces leads to an

ambiguous net effect on accountability welfare at t = 2.

However, the decrease in the posterior of the incompetent incumbent results in a

negative effect on selection welfare. In other words, delegation to a competent bureaucrat

hurts the ability of voters to select good politicians through elections. Interestingly, this

happens entirely through the effect of the presence of bureaucrats on the reputation of

policy reversals versus consistent policy-making.

Overall, given the increase in the quality of the first action, it is not surprising that
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delegation to a competent bureaucrat is beneficial as long as α is sufficiently high.

Proposition A.4. Suppose that the first decision is delegated to a bureaucrat with perfect

signal accuracy. Suppose further that φ is larger than the threshold level max{φ̄, φ̄d}, so

that truthful equilibria are not sustainable independently of whether delegation occurs or

not. Then, delegating the first action leads to a decrease in selection welfare. The effect

on accountability is instead ambiguous, whereas the quality of the first action obviously

increases. Therefore, a sufficient condition for delegation to a competent agent to be

beneficial for overall welfare is that α is sufficiently high.

A.4 Transparency of Consequences: Commentator Media

So far I assumed that voters have no feedback on the state of the world before elections.

This serves the purpose of creating an environment in which all learning about the in-

cumbent is done through his track-record. In many situations, however, voters have some

information about the right policy choice. A fundamental role in this respect is played

by the media.

In this section, therefore, I augment the baseline model with an additional player,

which I call commentator media, in a similar fashion as what is done in the paper by

Ashworth and Shotts (2010). To keep the analysis as simple as possible I assume that

the media is only active at the end of t = 2, i.e. just before elections: this also reflects

the fact that the coverage of politics in the vicinity of elections is particularly salient.

I assume that the media is endowed with a signalling technology of accuracy qM > 1
2

(conditionally independent of the signal that incumbents receive) and I abstract from

strategic considerations on the part of the media assuming that before the election, the
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Figure 1: Example of Higher Quality Commentator Increasing Distortions

media truthfully reveals the realization of its signal sM .

In this environment, voters have another piece of information to use when updating

their beliefs on the incumbent type: as a result, reputation does not only depend on

whether the incumbent flip-flopped or played consistently, but also on whether the media

report matches the second period action (which I also call media endorsement). In such

a setup it seems natural that having an informative signal on the state of the world will

discipline the incumbent towards following their private signal. However, the following

proposition demonstrates that, in some circumstances, increasing the accuracy of the

commentator media can lead to more distorted behaviour by the incumbent.

Proposition A.5. Increasing the accuracy of the commentator media can increase flip-

flopping avoidance, that is σ∗ can be decreasing in qM .

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

It is interesting to describe in some detail the circumstances in which an increase in

media accuracy increases the distortion to accountability. What is needed is a highly
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persistent environment (high γ), a relatively high level of accuracy in the signal of in-

competent politicians (high q) and a large share of competent politicians (high λ). In the

example depicted in Figure 1, increasing qM from the lower bound of 1
2

initially increases

σ∗, but as qM increases further the effect reverses, to the extent that politicians distort

their behaviour more when qM = 0.9 than when qM = 0.5. Only when the media starts

becoming extremely precise (with qM close to 1) the distortion is eventually eliminated

and σ∗ converges to 1.

The intuition behind this result is what we might define as politicians gambling on the

endorsement by the media. When λ, γ and q are large, then an increase in media accuracy

qM sharply increases the payoff value of a successful gamble, which is the difference in

reputation between being consistent and endorsed by the media and being a flip-flopper

and opposed by the media. At the same time, the payoff from a failed gamble, which

is the difference in reputation between a consistent track-record opposed by the media

and a flip-flopping one endorsed by the media, decreases more slowly (but it suddenly

drops when qM is sufficiently high, meaning that when the media is very well informed, a

non-endorsement is very costly in terms of reputation). Moreover, as long as the media

is not too informative, the probability that the media signal matches the politician’s flip-

flopping signal remains close to 1
2
, making it likely for a politician avoiding a flip-flop to

gamble successfully. This result relies heavily on the fraction of competent politicians λ

being high.

The existence of potentially non-monotone responses of policy distortions to media

accuracy can have interesting implications for issues such as the public subsidization of

media outlets. In persistent environment with a prevalence of competent politicians,
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subsidizing media is only beneficial if a very precise commentary is achieved. This could

for example suggest that concentrating resources into one or few high-quality outlets is

better than subsidizing many average ones. In particular, once the media is sufficiently

informative, returns to small increases in informativeness can be very large. Another

possible application of this result concerns policy domains where most decision makers

are highly competent, such as monetary policy. In such an environment, at times when

persistence is high (for example periods of macroeconomic stability), even a very accurate

commentator media outlet might lead to significant distortions. This provides a further

rationale for isolating agents such as central bank governors from re-election incentives.

Finally, notice that when an increased accuracy of the commentator media increases

flip-flopping avoidance, accountability welfare decreases but selection welfare is still likely

to improve, so I am not able to conclude that a more accurate commentator media is tout

court detrimental to welfare.

A.5 Transparency of Consequences: Poll-Matching

In this section I analyze the game in which a public signal concerning the state of the

world in the second period is released before the politician takes the second action. In

this modified game, compared to the baseline, the incumbent has one additional piece of

information before choosing the second action a2. In particular, I assume that the signal

z (which I will call the poll) has accuracy Pr(z = ω2) = p = q, i.e. the same accuracy

as the signal of the incompetent incumbent, and that it is conditionally independent

with respect to the signal of the incumbent. Moreover, unlike in the benchmark model,

the accuracy of the signal of the competent incumbent is now qH = h < h̄, where the
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upper bound h̄ will be defined later. In this setup, the optimal action in the second

period does not only depend on the private signal of the incumbent, but also on the

poll. In particular, the truthful equilibrium benchmark does not involve the politician

always following his private signal: if the poll confirms the first action of the politician

(that is to say z = s1 = a1), then the optimal action for both types is to match the poll

independently of the private signal.7 If the poll instead calls for a flip-flop, the optimal

action depends on the private signal s2. In this setup, flip-flopping signals the fact that

the private signal matches the state, i.e. s2 = z; therefore, flip-flopping to match the

poll delivers a better reputation than being consistent but contradicting the poll. Hence,

politicians have an incentive to flip-flop whenever the poll calls for it, and in equilibrium

incompetent politicians mix by flip-flopping to match the poll even when their signal calls

for sticking to the previous action. I summarize this result in the following proposition.

Proposition A.6. If h ∈ (p, h̄], q = p ∈ [p, h] and φ is higher than max{φ̄z, φzz}, there

exists a partially truthful equilibrium of the game such that a1 = s1 for both types and:

a2 =


m, if z = a1

s2, if z 6= a1


for the competent type, whereas when z 6= s1 and s2 6= z, the incompetent politician plays

a2 = z with probability 1− σ∗z .

Proof. See Online Appendix B.

Compared to the benchmark model, in this partially truthful equilibrium a flip-

7For this reason we need qH to be sufficiently low, since if qH is too large then the high type would
choose a2 = s2 independently of z.
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flopping track-record can be the result of opportunistic posturing carried out by an in-

competent politician to match the public poll. Unlike in the benchmark model, however,

flip-flopping is now beneficial for a politician’s reputation, given that it only happens to

match an informative poll. As a result, it still remains true that flip-flopping per se sig-

nals incompetence, but when the poll is informative enough, flip-flopping and matching

the result of the poll is a signal of competence.
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B Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Let’s consider the choice of action at t = 2, politicians have already taken action

a1 and they know that if re-elected, which happens with probability 1
2

+ µ(a1,a2)−λO
2

,

they will get 2φ. On top of that, politicians get utility of 1 whenever they match the

state of the world, the probability of which depends on the posterior belief, denoted by

Pr(ω2 = s2|s1, qθ) = ρ2(s2, s1, qθ). In order to slightly simplify notation, denote the

probability of winning given reputation µ by r(µ). So r(µ) = 1
2

+ µ−λO
2

as r(µ). Given

that there are only two actions available, the politicians will calculate the reputation

associated to each action and follow his signal if and only if:

ρ2(s2, s1, qθ) + r(µ(a2 = s2, s1))2φ ≥ [1− ρ2(s2, s1, qθ)] + r(µ(a2 6= s2, s1))2φ.

It follows that in order to have σ(s2) = 1, the above condition needs to hold for both

types and both signal realizations given any of the two possible choices a1, which results

in a set of 8 inequalities.

However, it is immediate to notice that whenever a2 = s2 is the most reputable action,

i.e. µ(a2 = a1, a1) ≥ µ(a2 6= a1, a1), following the signal is unquestionably optimal. Since

consistency has a better reputation than flip-flopping, it follows that whenever s2 = a1,

a2 = s2, for each a1 and each type. This means that we are left with 4 conditions.

Moreover, since µT (0, 0) = µT (1, 1) and µT (1, 0) = µT (0, 1) and the same holds for

ρ2(1, 0) = ρ2(0, 1), we are left with only two conditions, one for each type:
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ρ2(s2 6= s1, qθ) + r(µTF )2φ ≥ [1− ρ2(s2 6= s1, qθ)] + r(µTC)2φ,

which can be rearranged to:

2ρ2(s2 6= s1, qθ)− 1

φ
≥ µTC − µTF .

Thanks to the single-crossing property, the binding constraint for a truthful equilib-

rium is the condition concerning the incompetent politician: whenever the incompetent

politician follows his signal, or is at least indifferent, the competent politician does, too.

Conversely, if the competent politician is indifferent or he doesn’t follow his signal, the

incompetent will also not follow it.

As a result, we know that if 2ρ2(s2 6=s1,q)−1
φ

≥ µTC−µTF , politicians will follow their signal

at t = 2. Rearranging we get the condition on φ, φ ≤ 2ρ2(s2 6=s1,q)−1

µTC−µ
T
F

.

Let’s now see what happens at t = 1. If politicians know that they are going to follow

their signal at t = 2, then the dominant strategy at t = 1 is to follow their signal. Since

all that matters is being consistent versus flip-flopping, then given the persistence of the

state, it is more likely to end up in the favourable situation of playing consistently by

following one’s signal in the first period.

Trembling-hand perfection refinement eliminates pooling equilibria

Proof. In a pooling equilibrium, both types of politicians pool on the same action (that

is they play said action with probability one) in either one of the two periods or in both,

independently of the signals received. In other words, in these equilibria only one track-
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record is played in equilibrium. For the off-equilibrium track-records, Bayes rule does

not offer any restriction in beliefs. It follows that if the reputation attached to any off-

equilibrium track-record is sufficiently bad and electoral concerns are sufficiently high,

politicians will not have any incentive to deviate from the pooling track-record. Sufficient

conditions for any pooling equilibrium to be sustainable read:

2ρ1 − 1 + Pr(s2 = s1|s1)(2ρ̄2 − 1) < (r(µ = λ)− r(µ = 0))2φ

and

2ρ̄2 − 1 < r(µ = λ)− r(µ = 0))2φ,

where ρ̄2 = Pr(ω2 = s2|s1, s2 = s1, θ = L). Let’s now introduce the trembling-hand

perfection requirement. Assume that with probability ε > 0 close to zero, a politician

willing to play action a plays action a′ instead. Assume that ε is the same for both

types. Take a pooling equilibrium. In any period, with probability ε the voter observes

an action different from that on the pooling track-record. Since both politicians have

the same strategy and ε is the same for both types, then the reputation the voter must

attach to actions outside the pooling track-record has to be λ, the same as the reputation

of the pooling track-record. However, this cannot happen in equilibrium, because if the

reputation of any track-record is the same, then incumbents have an incentive to always

follow their signal. In other words, no pooling equilibrium can survive the trembling hand

perfection requirement.
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Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. I split the proof in two parts. First of all I characterize the symmetric partially

truthful equilibrium.

Claim 1: A partially truthful equilibrium exists.

In this equilibrium, µ(0, 0) = µ(1, 1) ≡ µC and µ(0, 1) = µ(1, 0) ≡ µF by symmetry;

moreover, µC > µF . Assume for now that incumbents always follow their signal at t = 1.

Consider period t = 2: after following their signal in period 1, in period 2 the incumbent

has to decide whether to follow his signal or not. When s2 = a1, the incumbent always

follows his signal, because:

ρ2(s1, s2 = s1, θ) + r(µC)2φ > (1− ρ2(s1, s2 = s1, θ)) + r(µF )2φ

since µC > µF insures that r(µC) > r(µF ) and ρ2 > 1 − ρ2 by the decision relevance of

signals. However, when s2 6= a1, the incumbent has a tradeoff. From Proposition 1, a

truthful equilibrium requires that:

ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, L) + r(µF )2φ ≥ (1− ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, L)) + r(µC)2φ,

from which the upper bound φ̄ was derived. Moreover, we know from Lemma 2 (single-

crossing property), that the following holds:

ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, L) + r(µF )2φ ≥ 1− ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, L) + r(µC)2φ⇒

ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, H) + r(µF )2φ > 1− ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, H) + r(µC)2φ
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and

ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, H) + r(µF )2φ ≤ 1− ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, H) + r(µC)2φ⇒

ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, L) + r(µF )2φ < 1− ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, L) + r(µC)2φ

This means that we are left with three possibilities: both politicians play a2 6= s2 when

that involves flip-flopping, or the high type mixes between a2 = s2 and a2 6= s2, or the

high type always plays a2 = s2 and the low type mixes. I will now prove that the first

two cannot be part of an equilibrium. Assume that both politicians play a2 6= s2 when

s2 6= a1. Then, nobody would flip-flop and therefore, in a candidate equilibrium, µC = µF

would hold; in this case, however, the optimal strategy for the incumbent is to follow his

signal. Consider now the other case, i.e. that when s2 6= a1, the high type mixes between

a2 = s2 and a2 6= s2 while the low type always plays a2 6= s2. If this were an equilibrium,

then flip-flopping would reveal the high type, and therefore µF = 1 > µC . This cannot

be part of an equilibrium, since the low type incumbent would profitable deviate by flip-

flopping. It follows that the only possibility when s2 6= a1 is that the high type follows

his signal whereas the low type mixes between the two actions. The low type mixes when

the following holds:

2ρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, L)− 1

φ
=

λγ

λγ + (1− λ)(1− Aσ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
µC

− λ(1− γ)

λ(1− γ) + (1− λ)Aσ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
µF

In order to show existence and uniqueness of such an equilibrium, consider σ∗ ∈ [0, 1]. It

holds from Proposition 1 that at σ∗ = 1, 2ρ2(s1,s2 6=s1,L)−1
φ

< µc − µF . At the same time,
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at σ∗ = 0 it has to be that 2ρ2(s1,s2 6=s1,L)−1
φ

> µc − µF , since in that case µF = 1. By

continuity of µC − µF , an equilibrium with σ∗ ∈ (0, 1) exists. Moreover, notice that µC

is strictly increasing in σ∗ while µF is strictly decreasing in σ∗, and therefore there is a

unique equilibrium mixing probability σ∗. Finally, consider the action choice at t = 1.

It holds that µC > µF and the incumbent knows he is going to follow his signal when

that implies receiving a consistent reputation µC . Moreover, the incumbent knows that,

because of the persistence of the state of the world, given the realization of s1 it is more

likely for him to receive s2 = s1. As a result, following the signal at t = 1 is optimal

both in terms of instantaneous payoff (it is more likely to atch the state) and in terms of

future payoff (it allows the politician to receive the higher reputation more often without

having to distort his action). Mathematically, denote by π = Pr(s2 = s1|s1, θ). Notice

that since γ > 1
2
, π > 1

2
and notice that

πρ2(s1, s2 = s1, θ) + (1− πρ2(s1, s2 6= s1, θ) = ρ1(s1, θ)γ + (1− ρ1(s1, θ))(1− γ).

Denote also by ρ1 = Pr(ω2 = s1|s1, θ), ρ̄2 = Pr(ω2 = s1|s2 = s1, θ) and by ρ2 = Pr(ω2 =

s1|s2 6= s1, θ). With this notation, following one’s signal at t1 requires the following

condition to hold:

ρ1+π(ρ̄2+r(µC)2φ)+(1−π)(ρ2+r(µF )2φ) ≥ (1−ρ1)+π(ρ̄2+r(µF )2φ)+(1−π)(ρ2+r(µC)2φ)

which can be rearranged to

(2ρ1 − 1) ≥ −(2π − 1)(r(µC)− r(µF ))2φ
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which always holds. Hence both types follow their signal at t = 1.

To sum up, I have showed the existence of a unique symmetric partially truthful equi-

librium (it would be truthful if φ ≤ φ̄) with µC > µF . Both politicians follow their signal

at t = 1. At t = 2, the high type always follows his signal, whereas the low type follows

his signal with probability 1 when if s2 = s1 and mixes playing a2 = s2 with probability

σ∗ ∈ (0, 1) when s2 6= s1.

Claim 2: The symmetric non-pooling equilibrium is unique.

First of all I elaborate on the concept of symmetric equilibrium I use. In this context,

symmetry means that if the information structure is symmetric across signal realiza-

tions, the equilibrium play across signal realizations needs to also be symmetric. That

means that taken two signal realizations after which the information available to players

(including the expectations about future realizations of signals) is the same up to the

labeling of the states of the world, the equilibrium play must be the same. In other

words, symmetry rules out situations in which the strategies played after one signal real-

ization depend arbitrarily on the labeling of the state of the world as 0 or 1. Specifically,

in this game the only additional restriction added by the symmetry requirement is that

Pr(a1 = 0|s1 = 0) = Pr(a1 = 1|s1 = 1); this condition, together with the no-pooling

condition, implies symmetry also in the second period8, which ultimately results in rep-

utations being symmetric, that is µ(0, 0) = µ(1, 1) ≡ µC and µ(0, 1) = µ(1, 0) ≡ µF .

In Claim 1 I have shown that when reputations are symmetric and µC > µF , then

8That is that for a given i, j, k ∈ {0, 1}, with i′ 6= i, j′ 6= j and k′ 6= k, Pr(a2 = i|s2 = j, s1 = k) =
Pr(a2 = i′|s2 = j′, s1 = k′)
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the equilibrium is the partially truthful one I characterized (or truthful, depending on

φ). I will now relax the assumption that µC > µF and prove that remaining in the

realm of symmetric equilibria, there exists no equilibrium where µF > µC . Suppose

by contradiction that µF > µC . There are two cases: first, suppose that a1 = s1 for

both types. In this case, for analogous reasons as those explained in Claim 1, the only

candidate equilibrium is one where competent politicians play truthfully and incompetent

ones either play truthfully or mix, in this case when s2 = s1 instead of s2 6= s1. If

incompetent politicians mix, then reputations are just like in the truthful equilibrium

and µC > µF . If they mix, incompetent politicians play τF even more often than in

a truthful equilibrium and µF decreases even further, while µC increases. Therefore,

µC > µF . It follows that such an equilibrium cannot exist. In other words, if a1 = s1 for

both politicians the unique equilibrium is the (partially) truthful one.

Let’s consider therefore the other possible case, i.e. the one where a1 6= s1 for some

type and some signal realization. In particular, for a1 6= s1 to be an optimal action it has

to be that (2ρ1(θ)−1) ≤ (2π(θ)−1)(µF −µC)φ for some incumbent type, where as before

π(θ) = Pr(s2 = s1|s1, θ) = [γq(θ) + (1−γ)(1− q(θ))]q(θ) + [γ(1− q(θ)) + (1−γ)q(θ)](1−

q(θ)) < q(θ). Consider the subgame after the incumbent played a1 6= s1: since µF > µC ,

at t = 2 the optimal choice is to follow the signal when s2 = s1 whereas a trade-off arises

when s2 6= s1. In equilibrium, φ(µF − µC) ≤ 2ρ2(θ)− 1, and therefore not following the

signal in the first period requires:

(2ρ1(θ)− 1) ≤ (2π(θ)− 1)(2ρ2(θ)− 1)

However, this is impossible, since 2ρ1(θ)−1
2π(θ)−1

> 2ρ2(θ) − 1, for each q(θ) > 1/2, given that
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π(θ) < q(θ).

Proof of Corollary 2

Proof. I prove the three results in sequence:

i. Since µC > µF , a leadership change is more likely when the politician has a flip-

flopping rather than a consistent reputation. In order to see the first result, compare

the probability of a µF reputation conditional on the state changing versus the state

not changing:

λ+ (1− λ)(q2 + (1− q)2)σ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr(µF |change)

> (1− λ)2q(1− q)σ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr(µF |no change)

This clearly holds since q2 + (1− q)2 > 2q(1− q).

ii. A change in the state of the world increases the chance that both types of incumbent

are fired. The probability of having a competent leader in office after elections is:

λPr(e = r|change, θ = H)+λ0[λPr(e = f |change, θ = H)+(1−λ)Pr(e = f |change, θ = L)]

when the state changes and

λPr(e = r|no ch., θ = H)+λ0[λPr(e = f |no ch., θ = H)+(1−λ)Pr(e = f |no ch., θ = L)]
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when it doesn’t change. Notice that

Pr(e = r|ch., θ = H) = Pr(e = r|µF ) = 1− Pr(e = f |µF )

and thus Pr(e = f |ch., θ = H) = Pr(e = f |µF ), whereas

Pr(e = f |ch., θ = L) = Pr(µF |ch., θ = L)Pr(e = f |µF )+Pr(µC |ch., θ = L)Pr(e = f |µC)

and analogously

Pr(e = f |no ch., θ = L) = Pr(µF |no ch., θ = L)Pr(e = f |µF )+Pr(µC |no ch., θ = L)Pr(e = f |µC)

Denote β = Pr(µF |change, θ = L) and β′ = Pr(µF |not change, θ = L) and the

probability of having a competent leader in power after a state change is higher if

and only if:

λO >
λ

(β − β′)(1− λ) + λ
.

The intuition is the following: conditional on the state of the world changing, com-

petent politicians always get the correct signal, and since in equilibrium they play

truthfully, they always end up with a reputation of µF after a change in the state.

Concerning the incompetent politicians, they sometimes receive a wrong signal and

on top of that, they sometimes avoid flip-flopping. As a result, competent politicians

are more likely to be fired after a change in the state whereas they are more likely to

not be fired when the state did not change.

iii. Finally, the third point is a direct consequence of the fact that when the state changes,
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a competent incumbent always gets the lower reputation µF , whereas an incompetent

incumbent sometimes gets the better reputation µC . Conversely, when the state does

not change competent incumbents always receive µC , whereas incompetent incum-

bents sometimes receive µF .

Proof of Comparative Statics 1

Proof. Recall that

φ̄ =
2ρ2 − 1

µTC − µTF

,

ρ2 =
[(1− q)γ + q(1− γ)]q

[(1− q)γ + q(1− γ)]q + [qγ + (1− q)(1− γ)](1− q)

and

µTC − µTF =
λγ

λγ + (1− λ)(1− A(q))
− λ(1− γ)

λ(1− γ) + (1− λ)A(q)
,

where A(q) = (1−γ)[q2 +(1− q)2]+γ2q(1− q). Therefore, when q increases, ρ2 increases

(the incompetent incumbent becomes better informed), whereas µTC −µTF decreases. This

can be seen by noticing that A(q) decreases in q. The two types become more similar and

therefore a flip-flop is less telling of the politician being of the incompetent type. When γ

increases, it can be seen from the expression above that ρ2 decreases, since the opposite

signal received in the first period matters more, whereas µTC−µTF increases: as a matter of

fact, 1−A(q)
γ

decreases, so µC increases, whereas A(q)
1−γ increases, so µF decreases. In other

words, flip-flopping becomes a more accurate signal of incompetence. Finally, when λ

increases, ρ2 does not change but µTC−µTF can move in either direction, and therefore the
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effect on φ̄ is ambiguous.

Proof of Lemma 3

Proof. As far as t = 1 and t = 2 are concerned, since the competent politician follows his

signal, which is perfectly accurate, he always takes the right decision. The incompetent

politician, instead, follows the signal in the first period, taking the right decision with

probability q, but in the second period, if the signal indicates flip-flopping as the optimal

action, he contradicts it with probability 1−σ∗. As a result, the accuracy of the incompe-

tent incumbent’s signal is (1−A)ρ̄2 +A(σ∗ρ2 +(1−σ∗)(1−ρ2)) = q− (1−σ∗)(2ρ2−1)A,

to get which I used the fact that (1 − A)ρ̄2 + Aρ2 = q, since q = Pr(ω = s1|s1). As far

as the valence draw is concerned, the expression for expected welfare is the following:

E[v|e = f ] =
∑

τ∈{C,F}

Pr(τ)

∫ b

b(µ−λO)

v

2b
dv.

Solving the integral yields:

E[v|e = f ] =
∑

τ∈{C,F}

Pr(µ(τ))
b

4
[1− (µ− λO)2]

which can be rewritten as:

E[v|e = f ] = Eµ
b

4
[1− (µ− λO)2].

Consider now the term 1θe=Hb. First of all,

Pr(e = f) = Eµ
[

1

2
− µ− λO

2

]
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and

Pr(e = r|θ = H) =
1

2
− λO

2
+
Pr(τ = C|H)µC + Pr(τ = F |H)µF

2
,

where Pr(τ = C|H) = γ and Pr(τ = F |H) = 1 − γ. Taking expectations with respect

to µ where necessary, and considering that

Eµ = Pr(τ = C)µC + Pr(τ = F )µF = λ,

the welfare expression can be rewritten as

W = [λ+ (1− λ)q] + [λ+ (1− λ)q̃] +
b

4
[1− Eµ(µ− λO)2]

+ bλO

(
1

2
− λ− λO

2

)
+ bλ

[
1

2
− λO

2
+
γµC + (1− γ)µF

2

]
.

Consider now the expression Eµ2, where the expectation is taken over the distribution of

µ:

Eµ2 = Pr(τ = C)µ2
C + Pr(τ = F )µ2

F

Using the fact that Pr(τ = C) = λγ
µC

and Pr(τ = F ) = λ(1−γ)
µF

I can rewrite the former

expression to get:

Eµ2 = λ(γµC + (1− γ)µF ).

Using this result and multiplying out all the terms, the welfare expression can finally be

expressed as:

W = [λ+ (1− λ)q] + [λ+ (1− λ)q̃] + b

[
1

4
+
λ2
O

4
− λλO

2
+
λ+ λO

2
+

Eµ2

4

]
.
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Proof of Lemma 4

Proof. The average reputation is constant in equilibrium and equal to λ, hence Pr(τ =

C)µC + Pr(τ = F )µF = λ. This allows us to rewrite Pr(τ = C) = λ−µF
µC−µF

. From Lemma

3 we know that selection improves if and only if the second moment of the distribution of

reputation, denoted by Eµ2 = Pr(τ = C)µ2
C+(1−Pr(τ = C))µ2

F , increases. Moreover, in

equilibrium it holds that µC ≥ µF and Pr(τ = C) > Pr(τ = F ). Taking the expression

for the second moment and substituting in the constant-mean constraint yields:

Eµ2 =
λ− µF
µC − µF

µ2
C +

[
1− λ− µF

µC − µF

]
µ2
F

Let’s now write the expression of a contour line, in the (µC , µF ) plane, along which the

value of the second moment is constant; using implicit differentiation one gets:

∂µF
∂µC

=
λ− µF
µC − λ

It can be seen that this contour line is increasing in µC and concave. This means that

the second moment increases by increasing µC and decreasing µF . Moreover, notice that

since in equilibrium µC > µF , Pr(µC) > Pr(µF ) and Pr(µC)µC + Pr(µF )µF = λ, then

µC − λ < λ − µF , i.e. λ > µC+µF
2

. So ∂µF
∂µC
≥ 1 at any equilibrium point (µC , µF ). As a

result, therefore, whenever µC − µF increases and µC increases, the second moment Eµ2

increases and thus selection welfare increases, too. The graphical intuition for the result

is that the contour line of the second moment is increasing and concave with slope larger

than 1, whereas the µC − µF isoquant is increasing with a slope of 1. Moreover, the

sdecond point at which the Eµ2 isoquant crosses the µC −µF isoquant is never in the set
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of feasible (µC , µF ), given that at that point the slope of the Eµ2 isoquant is less than 1.

A corollary of this result is that a necessary condition for Eµ2 (and thus selection

welfare) to increase when µC − µF decreases is that both µC and µF increase.

Proof of Welfare Result 1

Proof. When φ increases, the benefits from office increase and this increases the account-

ability distortion. This happens because µC − µF is an increasing function of σ; when φ

increases, therefore, σ∗ decreases up to the point where µC −µF is equal to the new costs

of deviating for the signal. This reasoning can be easily verified from the equilibrium

condition, noting that the right-hand side increases as σ∗ increases:

2ρ2 − 1

φ
=

λγ

λγ + (1− λ)(1− Aσ∗)
− λ(1− γ)

λ(1− γ) + (1− λ)Aσ∗

The decrease in σ∗ negatively impacts welfare in the second period. In terms of selection

of politicians, since a lower σ∗ decreases µC and increases µF , then from Lemma 4 we

know that this means that the second moment will decrease, hence also selection welfare

worsens.

Proof of Welfare Result 2

Proof. Assume that q increases to q′. An increase in q moves A = (1 − γ)(q2 + (1 −

q)2) + 2γq(1 − q) down and 2ρ2−1
φ

up. As long as both σ∗(q) and σ∗(q′) are strictly less

than 1, then in equilibrium 2ρ2−1
φ

= µC − µF and therefore an increase of q to q′ leads

to a larger equilibrium value of µC − µF . The equilibrium value of µC − µF in response

to a change in q is driven by Aσ∗: as a result, a larger level of µC − µF can only occur
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when Aσ∗ increases. It follows that µC increases and µF decreases, and therefore by

Lemma 4 we know that selection welfare improves. In terms of accountability welfare,

σ∗(q′) > σ∗(q) and q′ > q, so not only incompetent politicians are better, but they also

act in a less distorted way. Hence, accountability welfare increases, and therefore total

welfare increases as well. Notice that once in a truthful equilibrium, an increase in q

decreases µC − µF , since A keeps decreasing but σ cannot increase any further. As a

result, the second moment decreases and the probability of having a competent politician

in office in the second period decreases. However, bad politicians are better so the effect

on selection welfare is ambiguous.

Proof of Welfare Result 3

Proof. Let’s consider the case in which an increase in λ is such that the game remains in a

partially truthful equilibrium. Accountability welfare can either increase or decrease. The

reason is that, denoting by DC ≡ λγ+(1−λ)(1−Aσ) and DF = λ(1−γ)+(1−λ)Aσ, the

expression ∂(µC−µF ))
∂λ

= Aσ∗

1−γ
1
D2
F
− 1−Aσ∗

γ
1
D2
C

can move in both directions following an increase

in λ. As a consequence, σ∗ can either increase or decrease in order to move µC − µF

back to the equilibrium level. In other words, despite more competent politicians being

available, it is possible for the increasingly distorted behaviour of incompetent politicians

to decrease accountability welfare.

In terms of selection welfare, on the other hand, the average µ increases despite

µC −µF remaining constant. This means that either µC and µF increase, or that at least

Pr(τ = C) has to increase. However, we can check using Pr(τ = C) = λγ
µC

that µC has

to increase, because otherwise both Pr(τ = C) and Pr(τ = F ) would increase, which is

a contradiction. It follows by Lemma 4 that selection welfare increases.
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Suppose now that the game has a truthful equilibrium and that an increase in λ

does not make it switch to a partially truthful equilibrium. It is straightforward that

accountability welfare increases, since more incumbents are high types. However, µTC−µTF

can move both up or down, and despite knowing that both µTC and µTF increase, selection

welfare might increase or decrease.

Proof of Welfare Result 4

Proof. Consider a partially truthful equilibrium. When γ increases, the equilibrium value

of µC − µF decreases. As a consequence of Lemma 4, we know that in such a situation

selection can only improve if both µC and µF increase. However, since it has to be that

Pr(τ = C)µC + Pr(τ = F )µF = λ, then if both µC and µF were to increase, Pr(τ = F )

would have to increase, too. However, this is not possible, because if γ increases and

Pr(τ = F ) also increases, then µF has to decrease, since Pr(τ = F ) = λ(1−γ)
µF

. This

means that selection always worsens when γ increases.

Proof of Proposition A.1

Proof. The welfare expression derived in Lemma 3 reads:

W = [λ+ (1− λ)q] + [λ+ (1− λ)q̃] + b

[
1

4
+
λ2
O

4
− λλO

2
+
λ+ λO

2
+

Eµ2

4

]

With a single term limit, politicians can do no better than following their signal, since

there is no re-election possibility. From the voter’s perspective, the utility gain is:

(1− λ)A(1− σ∗)(2ρ2 − 1)
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At the same time, however, a single term limit corresponds to a commitment to choosing

the challenger no matter what the belief about the incumbent is. Therefore, society gets

the benefit b with probability λO, plus Ev = 0. The utility from the selection of the

right type of politician is therefore λOb rather than b
[

1
4

+
λ2O
4
− λλO

2
+ λ+λO

2
+ Eµ2

4

]
This

generates a loss in terms of selection welfare expressed by:

b

(
1

4
+
λ2
O

4
− λλO

2
+
λ− λO

2
+

Eµ2

4

)

It follows that having a single term limit is beneficial if the following inequality holds:

(1− λ)A(1− σ∗)(2ρ2 − 1) ≥ b

(
1

4
+
λ2
O

4
− λλO

2
+
λ− λO

2
+

Eµ2

4

)

Proof of Proposition A.2

Proof. Before proving the proposition, I provide an intermediate result that will be useful

in the proof.

Lemma A.1: pC + pF is increasing in σ

Proof. By definition, pC = gPr(τ=C)
gPr(τ=C)+(1−g)Pr(τ=F )

and pF = gPr(τ=F )
gPr(τ=F )+(1−g)Pr(τ=C)

. Now,

remember that µC = λγ
λγ+(1−λ)(1−Aσ)

= λγ
Pr(τ=C)

and similarly, µF = λ(1−γ)
Pr(τ=F )

. Substituting

these into the expressions for pC and pF one gets the following expressions:

pC =
gγµF

gγµF + (1− g)(1− γ)µC
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and

pF =
g(1− γ)µC

g(1− γ)µC + (1− g)γµF
.

Let’s now denote by DC and DF the denominators of µC and µF respectively and by DenC

and DenF the denominator of pC and pF respectively. First of all, let’s establish that

DenF < DenC . This clearly holds since g(1−γ)µC+(1−g)γµF < gγµF +(1−g)(1−γ)µC

can be rearranged to yield DC > DF , which is always satisfied. Let’s now denote as h(σ)

the following ratio:

h(σ) =
1− γ
γ

µC
µF

.

Notice that pC = 1

1+ 1−g
g
h(σ)

and pF = 1

1+ 1−g
g

1
h(σ)

. Therefore, differentiating pC + pF with

respect to σ yields:

1− g
g

h′(σ)

[
1

Den2
F

1

h2(σ)
− 1

Den2
C

]
> 0

In order to sign this quantity, notice that h′(σ) > 0, since µC increases and µF decreases

as σ increases; moreover, h(σ) < 1, since (1 − γ)µc < γµF holds as a consequence of

DF < DC . Remembering that it is also the case that DenF < DenC , we can conclude

that the sign is positive.

I will now proceed with the proof of the proposition. In terms of first period behaviour,

nothing changes with respect to the baseline model: following the same arguments as in

Theorem 1, all incumbents follow their signal at t = 1.

Consider now t = 2. Let’s fix the strategy played by incumbents, and in particular

let’s assume that incompetent incumbents follow a flip-flopping signal with probability σ.

If the voter were able to observe track-records perfectly, beliefs would be µC(σ) and µF (σ).
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Given the noise, the belief on the incumbent being competent when observing a consistent

track-record is a linear combination of the two, i.e. µ̃C = pCµC(σ)+(1−pC)µF (σ), where,

as before, pC = gPr(τ=C)
gPr(τ=C)+(1−g)Pr(τ=F )

. Analogous expressions, denoted by µ̃F and pF , hold

for the case in which the voter observes a flip-flopping track-record and are derived by

simply swapping C with F . When deciding whether to follow the signal, the incumbent

knows that with probability 1− g the voter will observe a flip-flopping track-record even

if he plays consistently, and viceversa. It follows that the incumbent prefers to follow a

flip-flopping signal whenever the following inequality holds:

ρ2 + gr(µ̃F )2φ+ (1− g)r(µ̃C)2φ ≥ 1− ρ2 + gr(µ̃C)2φ+ (1− g)r(µ̃F )2φ

Using the definitions of µ̃C and µ̃F , this expression can be rearranged to yield the follow-

ing:

2ρ2 − 1

φ
≥ (2g − 1)(µ̃C − µ̃F )

and then further to get:

2ρ2 − 1

φ
≥ (2g − 1)(pC + pF − 1)(µC − µF )

Notice that if g = 1, i.e. no noise, then one gets back to the expression from the baseline

model, given also that pC(g = 1) = 1 = pF (g = 1). Let’s now consider the case in which

a truthful equilibrium is not sustainable when g = 1, i.e. 2ρ2−1
φ

< (µTC − µTF ). When

noise is introduced, the right hand side becomes (2g− 1)(pC + pF − 1)(µTC −µTF ). Thanks

to Lemma A.1, it is immediate to check that given µTC and µTF , this quantity strictly
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decreases as g decreases, and it reaches zero as g = 1
2
. This means that there is a level of

noise g∗ ∈
(

1
2
, 1
)

such that

2ρ2 − 1

φ
= (2g∗ − 1)(pC(g∗) + pF (g∗)− 1)(µTC − µTF ).

Remember that µC(σ) − µF (σ) is strictly increasing in σ and by Lemma A.1 it follows

that pC + pF − 1 is also strictly increasing in σ. As a result, then, decreasing g always

increases the equilibrium level of σ in order to keep the equilibrium condition satisfied.

This means that as long as σ < 1, decreasing g will alleviate the accountability distortion

caused by incumbents avoiding flip-flops. Consider now selection welfare: as g decreases,

as long as σ < 1, the equilibrium level of µ̃C − µ̃F increases as g decreases, since 2ρ2−1
φ

=

(2g−1)(µ̃C−µ̃F ) has to hold. Concerning µ̃C , using the fact that µ̃C = pCµC+(1−pC)µF

and using the definitions of pC and pF yields the following expression:

µ̃C =
[gγ + (1− g)(1− γ)]µCµF
gγµF + (1− g)(1− γ)µC

=
[gγ + (1− g)(1− γ)]

gγ
µC

+ (1−g)(1−γ)
µF

Using the definition of µC and µF and differentiating the denominator of this expression

with respect to σ yields λ
1−λA(1 − 2g) < 0 since g > 1

2
. It follows that µ̃C increases

as σ increases. Hence, we can use Lemma 4 and conclude that also selection welfare

increases as g decreases and the equilibrium features σ < 1. As a result, decreasing g

improves overall welfare as long as it crowds out the lies of politicians. Decreasing g below

g∗, however, µC − µF cannot increase further and hence incompetent incumbents start

having a strict preference towards following their signal when it prescribes a flip-flop.

Therefore, decreasing g further will hurt learning and have no benefit on accountability.
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It follows that g∗ is the optimal level of news informativeness.

Proof of Proposition A.3

Proof. I will first show that for each σ, the reputation spread in the benchmark model,

µC−µF , is larger than its analogue with delegation, denoted by µDC −µDF . In other words:

µC − µF > µDC − µDF

In order to show this, write µC − µF as follows:

λγ

λγ + (1− λ)(1− Aσ)
− λ(1− γ)

λ(1− γ) + (1− λ)Aσ
,

where, as usual, A = (1 − γ)(q2 + (1 − q)2) + 2γq(1 − q). For the case of delegation,

µDC − µDF can be written as:

λπ

λπ + (1− λ)(1− ADσ)
− λ(1− π)

λ(1− π) + (1− λ)ADσ
,

where π = γq+ (1−γ)(1− q) and AD = (1−π)q+π(1− q). Let’s start by comparing µF

and µDF . The latter is larger whenever AD
1−πσ <

A
1−γσ. First of all, substituting immediately

shows that AD = A. This is due to the fact the first action is delegated to an agent that is

identical to the incompetent incumbent. Since π < γ, we have that µDF > µF .9 Therefore,

µDF > µF for each value of σ. The fact that µC > µDC holds can be shown analogously,

using the fact that 1
π
(1−ADσ) > 1

γ
(1−Aσ). Therefore, fixing a level of σ, the reputation

spread between consistency and flip-flopping is always larger when the first action is not

9If the action was delegated to a more competent agent, the number of flip-flops of the incompetent
incumbent would decrease, improving even further the reputation associated to a flip-flop.
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delegated. Since µC−µF and µDC −µDF are monotonically increasing in σ, this also means

that, denoting by σ∗D the σ∗ the equilibrium levels of σ in the game with and without

delegation respectively, the following holds:

µC − µF = µDC − µDF ⇒ σ∗D > σ∗.

In other words, the same reputation spread implies more distortion in the game without

delegation. Let’s now denote by µD,TC and µD,TF the reputations obtained in the delega-

tion game under σD = 1 (i.e. truthful play): if φ > 2ρ2−1

µD,TC −µD,TF

≡ φ̄D, then a truthful

equilibrium is not sustainable in the delegation game. Since µTC − µTF > µD,TC − µD,TF , a

truthful equilibrium is also not sustainable in the game without delegation. It follows

that in both games, the equilibrium value of the reputation spread is 2ρ2−1
φ

, since the

information available to the incompetent incumbent when facing a trade-off is the same

in both games. Therefore, σ∗ < σ∗D, meaning that accountability improves at t = 2.

In order to show that selection welfare improves, too, consider, first notice that since

σ∗D > σ∗ and AD = A, then µC > µDC . As a consequence of µC − µF = µDC − µDF and

µDC > µC , Lemma 4 allows us to conclude that the probability of electing a competent

incumbent is larger in the delegation game, too.

To conclude, delegation improves accountability at t = 2 and the selection of compe-

tent politicians through elections. However, delegation has a cost since the first period

action is taken by an agent who is always incompetent. Therefore, a sufficient condition

for delegation to be worthwhile in terms of total welfare is for α to be sufficiently low.
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Proof of Proposition A.4

Proof. In some parts, this proof is analogous to the one of Proposition A.3, which I follow

as much as possible for consistency. I will first show that for each σ, the reputation spread

in the benchmark model, µC − µF , is larger than its analogue with delegation, denoted

by µdC − µdF . In other words:

µC − µF > µdC − µdF

In order to show this, write µC − µF as follows:

λγ

λγ + (1− λ)(1− Aσ)
− λ(1− γ)

λ(1− γ) + (1− λ)Aσ
,

where, as usual, A = (1 − γ)(q2 + (1 − q)2) + 2γq(1 − q). For the case of delegation,

µdC − µdF can be written as:

λγ

λγ + (1− λ)(1− Adσ)
− λ(1− γ)

λ(1− γ) + (1− λ)Adσ
,

where Ad = (1 − γ)q + γ(1 − q). Let’s start by comparing µF and µdF . Recalling that

A = γ2q(1 − q) + (1 − γ)(q2 + (1 − q)2), it is straightforward to show that Ad < A.

Therefore, µdF > µF given any value of σ. The fact that µC > µdC holds can be shown

analogously. Therefore, fixing a level of σ, the reputation spread between consistency

and flip-flopping is always larger when the first action is not delegated. Since µC − µF

and µdC − µdF are monotonically increasing in σ, this also means that, denoting by σ∗d the

σ∗ the equilibrium levels of σ in the game with and without delegation respectively, the
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following holds:

µC − µF = µdC − µdF ⇒ σ∗d > σ∗.

In other words, the same reputation spread implies more distortion in the game without

delegation. Compared to the baseline game, however, the posterior of the incompetent

incumbent when the signal at t = 2 suggests to flip-flop is smaller. As a matter of fact,

ρd2 = (1−γ)q
(1−γ)q+γ(1−q) is smaller than ρ2 since the prior on the opposite state of the world is

now γ instead of γq + (1− γ)(1− q).

Let’s now denote by µd,TC and µd,TF the reputations obtained in the delegation game

under σd = 1 (i.e. truthful play): if φ >
2ρd2−1

µd,TC −µd,TF
≡ φ̄d, then a truthful equilibrium is not

sustainable in the delegation game. Depending in whether the prior effect on ρd2 or the

reputation effect dominates, φ̄d can be either larger or smaller than φ̄ (the threshold for

the truthful equilibrium in the baseline game). However, suppose that φ > max{φ̄, φ̄d}.

In other words, we are in a partially truthful equilibrium no matter whether delegation

occurs. In equilibrium, µdC − µdF < µC − µF , so whether σ∗d > σ∗ or the other way

around is ambiguous. However, a conclusion that can be drawn from the analysis is that

µdC − µdF < µC − µF ⇔ Adσ
∗
d < Aσ∗.

In terms of selection welfare, I can use Lemma 4 to conclude that since µC − µF >

µdC − µdF and µC > µdC , selection welfare is higher in the baseline game.

In conclusion, the effect of delegation to a competent agent on accountability at time

t = 2 is ambiguous, whereas the effect on selection welfare is negative. Since the effect

on t = 1 policy welfare is positive, for large enough α delegation to a competent agent is

preferred to no delegation.
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Proof of Proposition A.5

Proof. Let’s start the analysis by writing the modified reputations. Given that there

are now two signals (the track record and the media signal) we now have four different

reputations. I denote by µC,E and µF,O the reputation from consistent play given that

the media endorses (E) or opposes (O) the politician’s decision. Given this notation, the

reputation expressions can be written in the following way, denoting by p2 the probability

that ω2 = s1, that is p2 = γq + (1− γ)(1− q):

µC,E =
λγqM

λγqM + (1 − λ)[(p2qqM + (1 − p2)(1 − q)(1 − qM )) + ((1 − p2)q(1 − qM ) + p2(1 − q)qM )(1 − σ)]

µF,E =
λ(1 − γ)qM

λ(1 − γ)qM + (1 − λ)((1 − p2)q(1 − qM ) + p2(1 − q)qM )σ

µC,O =
λγ(1 − qM )

λγ(1 − qM ) + (1 − λ)[(p2q(1 − qM ) + (1 − p2)(1 − q)qM ) + ((1 − p2)qqM + p2(1 − q)(1 − qM ))(1 − σ)]

µF,O =
λ(1 − γ)(1 − qM )

λ(1 − γ)(1 − qM ) + (1 − λ)((1 − p2)q(1 − qM ) + p2(1 − q)qM )σ

Notice that if qM = 1
2
, then we get back to the expressions used in the baseline model.

Moreover, compared to the reputations from the baseline model, µC,E > µC > µC,O

and the analogous inequality holds for the flip-flopping reputations. Now, denote by

S = Pr(sM = j|s2 = j, s1 = ¬j) = ρ2qM + (1− ρ2)(1− qM) for j ∈ {0, 1} (ρ2 = Pr(ω2 =

s2|s2 6= s1, θ = L) is defined as usual), the probability that, given the incumbent’s signal

is flip-flopping, the media signal also endorses a flip-flop. It turns out that when they

receive a flip-flopping signal, incompetent incumbents follow their signal if the following

inequality holds:

2ρ2 − 1

φ
≥ [SµC,O(σ = 1) + (1− S)µC,E(σ = 1)]− [SµF,E(σ = 1) + (1− S)µF,O(σ = 1)]
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The expression can be rearranged to yield:

2ρ2 − 1

φ
≥ S[µC,O(σ = 1)− µF,E(σ = 1)] + (1− S)[µC,E(σ = 1)− µF,O(σ = 1)]

These inequalities deliver, as usual, an upper bound on φ such that the equilibrium is

truthful. When φ exceeds this upper bound, the equilibrium value of σ becomes less than

1. First of all, it can be verified that the right-hand side of the above equation is increasing

in σ: similarly to the baseline model, notice from the expressions in the previous page

that µC,E is increasing in σ, and so is µC,O, whereas µF,E and µF,O are decreasing in σ.

This ensures the existence and uniqueness of a partially truthful equilibrium. Having

done that, the question is whether the right-hand side of the equation can be increasing

in qM . If that is the case, then σ∗ needs to decrease for equilibrium to be restored. It

can be numerically verified that there exist parameter values such that σ∗ is decreasing

in qM . The Matlab code is available upon request. Finally, notice that in the first period

incumbents have the incentive to follow their signal, just like in the baseline game: not

following the signal in the first period leads to a gain conditional on the second signal

being different from the first, whereas it leads to a loss when the second signal matches the

first. In particular, conditional on s2 = s1 and m = s2, which happens with probability

Pr(s2 = m = s1|s1) ≡ πC,E the gain from following the first signal is 2φ(µC,E − µF,E);

conditional on s2 = s1 6= m, which happens with probability Pr(s2 = s1 6= m|s1) ≡ πC,O

the gain is 2φ(µC,O − µF,O); conditional on s2 6= s1 and m = s2, which occurs with

probability Pr(s2 = m 6= s1|s1) ≡ πF,E, the loss is 2φ(µC,E−µF,E) and finally conditional

on s2 6= m = s1, which happens with probability Pr(s2 6= s1 = m|s1) ≡ πF,O, the loss is
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2φ(µC,O − µF,O). Putting everything together, the gain from following the signal is:

[πC,E − πF,E](µC,E − µF,E) + [πC,O − πF,O](µC,O − µF,O) > 0

Notice that

πC,E −πF,E = qqM [2(γq+ (1− γ)(1− q))− 1] + (1− q)(1− qM)[1− 2(γq+ (1− γ)(1− q))]

which is equal to:

[2(γq + (1− γ)(1− q))− 1](qqM − (1− q)(1− qM)) > 0

and similarly:

πC,O − πF,O = [2(γq + (1− γ)(1− q))− 1][(q(1− qM)− (1− q)qM)] > 0

The key to this result is, similarly to the baseline model, that 2(γq+(1−γ)(1−q))−1 > 0.

Proof of Proposition A.6

Proof. Let’s start by analyzing the undistorted equilibrium (i.e. the analogue of the

truthful equilibrium in this setup). In the second period, there are 4 possible combinations

of politician’s private signal and public poll: in particular, what is crucial is whether s2

matches the poll z or differs from it. In the former case, the optimal choice is always to

play a2 = s2 = z independently of s1 and the type. If however the poll and the private
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signal are conflicting, the first signal becomes pivotal for the decision: for the low type,

the private signal and the poll offset each other and, given the persistence of the state, the

first signal dictates the optimal action. For the high type, the private signal is stronger,

but not enough to drive the decision when the private signal suggests to flip-flop and the

poll suggests not to, due to the assumption that h < h̄. The value of h̄ is therefore such

that for h < h̄:

p >
h[h(1− γ) + (1− h)γ]

h[h(1− γ) + (1− h)γ] + (1− h)[hγ + (1− h)(1− γ)]
,

with equality at h = h̄. As a result, when the private signal and the poll are conflicting,

the optimal decision is to stick to the first decision. In this context, therefore, flip-

flopping only occurs to match the poll, whereas the poll is sometimes not matched when

the politician plays consistently.

Let’s now consider reputations. The voter now has an additional signal z, therefore

the reputation depends not only on flip-flopping versus consistency, but also on whether

the action matches the poll or not: for τ ∈ {C,F}, µτ,K denotes the reputation after

contradicting the poll, whereas µτ,M that after matching it. Moreover, notice that since

no politician would flip-flop to contradict the poll, µF,K is not defined by Bayes rule but

is derived out-of equilibrium. I will assume that out-of-equilibrium beliefs are pessimistic

enough to discourage a flip-flopping track-record when it doesn’t match the poll: for

example, µF,K = 0.

Suppose now that incumbents play using truthful strategies. If the poll signal matches

the first action, the incumbent always plays a2 = z and reputation can be written as:
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µC,M =
λCH

λCH + (1− λ)CL

where the expression for Cθ denotes, for a player of type θ, that is a player with signal

accuracy q(θ):

Cθ = γ[q(θ)2p+ (1− q(θ))2(1− p)] + (1− γ)[q(θ)(1− q(θ))]

If on the other hand the signal does not match the first action, maximizing the proba-

bility of matching the state requires the incumbent to follow his private signal, as a result

of which reputations can be written as:

µF,M =
λFH

λFH + (1− λ)FL

in the case of flip-flopping and matching the poll with the second action, and

µC,K =
λKH

λKH + (1− λ)KL

in the case of consistent play and not matching the poll with the second action, where

for an agent of type θ with signal accuracy q(θ), Fθ and Kθ are defined as:

Fθ = γ[q(θ)(1− q(θ))] + (1− γ)[q(θ)2p+ (1− q(θ))2(1− p)]

and

Kθ = γ[q(θ)2(1− p) + (1− q(θ))2p] + (1− γ)[q(θ)(1− q(θ))].
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Let’s focus on the case in which the poll does not match the first action. If the

incumbent flip-flops, that signals incompetence but at the same time having a signal that

matches the poll is a sign of competence. If p is large enough, therefore, the second effect

outweighs the first, and flip-flopping to match the poll gives a higher reputation than not

flip-flopping but not matching the poll. In particular, there exist values of p such that,

µF,M > µC,K , which holds if and only if:

FL
FH

<
KL

KH

Given the assumption that p = q(L) the former inequality can be rewritten as:

γp(1− p) + (1− γ)(p3 + (1− p)3)

γ(p2(1− p) + (1− p)2p) + (1− γ)p(1− p)
<
γh(1− h) + (1− γ)(h2p+ (1− h)2(1− p))
γ(h2(1− p) + (1− h)2p) + (1− γ)h(1− h)

and it can be checked that there exists p ∈ [p, p̄] for which it is verified, with p < γ

and p̄ = h. In other words, for p sufficiently large, the reputation from flip-flopping

and matching the poll becomes greater than the reputation from being consistent but

contradicting the poll.

Therefore, when s2 = z = s1 = a1 or when s2 6= z = s1 = a1, matching the poll is

optimal both in terms of matching the state and in terms of reputation, since µC,M > µF,K .

When on the other hand z 6= s1 = a1, if s2 = z the choice of a2 = z is straightforward

since it maximizes the probability of matching the state and µF,M > µC,K ; however, if

z 6= s1 and s2 6= z, then following the private signal leads to the optimal state matching

decision but leads to a worse reputation, whereas posturing to match the poll is costly

in terms of policy performance but gives a reputation of µF,M > µC,K . As a result, the
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politician has a trade-off and the size of the electoral concerns φ determines whether an

undistorted equilibrium is feasible or not. In particular, the maximum value of φ such

that a truthful equilibrium is sustainable is:

φ̄z =
2ρz(L)− 1

µF,M − µC,K

In a partially truthful equilibrium, in which the reputations µF,M and µC,K become µ∗F,M

and µ∗C,K , the probability that the incompetent incumbent follows his signal when z 6=

a1 = s2, denoted by σz, takes the value σ∗z which solves the following equation, in a very

similar way to what happened in the benchmark model:

λFH
λFH + (1− λ)(FL +KL(1− σ∗z))

− λKH

λKH + (1− λ)KLσ∗z
=

2ρz(L)− 1

φ
,

where ρz = ρ̄2(1−p)
ρ̄2(1−p)+(1−ρ̄2)p

and ρ̄2 = [γq+(1−γ)(1−q)]q
[γq+(1−γ)(1−q)]q+[γ(1−q)+(1−γ)q](1−q) .

Since ρz(θ = L) < ρz(θ = H), in a partially truthful equilibrium incompetent politi-

cians mix between following their signal and contradicting the poll and matching the poll,

whereas competent politicians always follow their signal.

Finally, notice that in the first period it is still optimal for the politician to follow the

signal. The reason is the following: suppose without loss of generality that the initial

signal was s1 = 0. Consider first the case of z = 0 and the decision of the incompetent

politician. Suppose the politician follows the first signal, i.e. a1 = 0: the optimal action

for the politician in the second period is a2 = 0 and the reputation µC,M . Suppose instead

that the politician were to deviate and not follow the first signal: the optimal action in

the second period would still be a2 = 0, resulting in reputation µF,M , independently of
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the private signal. Since µC,M > µ∗F,M , deviating in the first period results in a loss of

2φ(µC,M −µ∗F,M) conditional on the poll matching the first action. Let’s now do the same

comparison for z = 1 (we are still considering s1 = 0). In this case, if the politician

played a1 = 0, then we have the following: conditional on s2 = 1, the optimal action is

to match the poll (and signal) and receive µ∗F,M . If s2 = 0, the politician is indifferent

between following the signal and not matching the poll and not following and matching

the poll. For our comparison, consider the utility of not following the signal and getting

µ∗F,M . Suppose now that the politician did not follow the signal at t = 1: after s2 = 1, the

optimal action is to follow signal and poll and play a2 = 1, resulting in a reputation of

µC,M . When s2 = 0, instead, the incompetent politician now strictly prefers action a2 = 0

and reputation µC,M rather than µF,K and action a2 = 1. In other words, in this case

the gain of not following the signal in the first period is 2φ(µC,M − µ∗F,M), i.e. the same

as the gain from following the signal in the first period conditional on z = 0. However,

after receiving s1 = 0, the probability of z = 0 in the second period is larger than 1/2,

given the informativeness of the poll and the persistence of the state. Therefore, from

t = 1 perspective it is optimal to follow the signal and play a1 = 0 after s1 = 0 (and

analogous conclusions can be drawn for the s1 = 1 case). Consider now the decision of

the competent politician: nothing changes following z = 0. Following z = 1, nothing

changes if s2 = 1, whereas if s2 = 0, the competent politician would always follow the

signal and get µ∗C,K , whereas after not following the first signal, the choice could be either

a2 = 0 and µF,K or a2 = 1 and µC,M . In the former case, since in the equilibrium we are

considering µF,K = 0, the potential gain from not following the signal at t = 1 is even

smaller. In the latter case, the gain in terms of reputation would be larger but along with
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it there would be a loss from not following the signal after s2 = 0. In this case, the gain

conditional on z = 1 is

φ(µC,M − µ∗C,K)− (2ρ2(H)− 1)

Notice that this can be rewritten in the following way:

2φ(µC,M − µ∗F,M) + 2φ(µ∗F,M − µ∗C,K)− (2ρ2(H)− 1)

and further as

2φ(µC,M − µ∗F,M) + 2(ρ̄2(L)− ρ2(H)) > 2φ(µC,M − µ∗F,M).

In other words, in this case the gain from not following the signal conditional on z = 1 is

larger than for the incompetent politician, which might induce him to deviate from the

first signal unless the following holds:

φ(µC,M−µ∗F,M)(Pr(z = 0|s1 = 0)−Pr(z = 1|s1 = 0)) > Pr(z = 1|s1 = 0))(ρ̄2(L)−ρ2(H))

Notice that since µC,M is not affected by φ whereas µ∗F,M(σ∗z) < µF,M , there exists a value

of φ sufficiently high such that the condition is satisfied and which works as sufficient

condition for the competent politician to follow the signal at t = 1. This is the value φzz

mentioned in the statement of the proposition.
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